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RESTON, Va., May 14, 2019 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Appian (NASDAQ: APPN) announced its 2019 AppMarket Award winners at its annual user
conference, Appian World, in San Diego, CA. Organizations around the globe were asked to submit nominations for applications built on the Appian
Platform or that leveraged Appian’s integration SDK. Winners were selected based on three key areas: innovative and creative use of Appian’s
low-code platform, potential business impact of the application, and effectiveness of the implementation. 

Appian congratulates the following 2019 winners across five categories.

Suite Winner: Appcino’s CRM on Appian
Appcino’s CRM  on Appian offers a suite of applications across Sales, Marketing, Field Services, Customer Service, CPQ (Configure, Price and Quote)
and Knowledge Management. Each application includes a rich set of functionality covering a broad range of business requirements as well as self
service configurations.

Suite Winner: KPMG Privacy Apps
KPMG Privacy Apps provides a set of five (5) accelerators designed to meet privacy requirements. As well as automating privacy compliance, these
tools are designed to provide transparency via simple-to-use dashboards and intuitive analysis and reporting features

Accelerator Winner: Home Health Manager by Bits in Glass
This healthcare application provides real-time schedule management and home health visit management capabilities that are necessary for
supporting high-quality care for home health patients. It includes an integration with Blue Prism whereby Blue Prism robots monitor the scheduling
process in Appian and automatically log the appointment details in the patient’s EMR.

Accelerator Winner: Card Dispute Management System by Vuram
This application aims to shorten dispute resolution times and minimize mismanagement by handling the entire dispute cycle including write-off,
representments, and chargebacks. It provides support for dispute initiation via multiple input channels, and manages the tracking and resolution of
each transaction in the dispute.

Integration SDK Winner: Google Charts Component Plug-in by Appcino
This UI Component provides the ability to display interactive charts in Appian using Google Charts.  It offers support for ten (10) types of charts such
as Candlestick, Gantt and Timeline.

The applications are now available in the Appian AppMarket, which serves as an online source for pre-built business applications on the Appian
Platform, as well as tools and extensions to help build any application faster.

Marc Wilson, Senior Vice President of Global Partnerships & Industries at Appian, says, “Driving business value through applications is no longer a
choice, but a requirement in today’s economy. We've been architecting the platform for this and we're delivering on it, ahead of the industry curve.
That's Appian's role in the low-code industry. We are proud to recognize key partners that see a need in the market and leverage the Appian platform
to unlock key workflows that automate business processes and incorporate intelligent automation.”

“We are thrilled that Appian has honored us with this award. Our firm has been investing in Health Care innovation for almost four years now and we
see Appian as the strategic platform to deliver better patient outcomes,” said Dave Hauser, Founding Partner and Vice President of Finance for Bits In
Glass. “The Home Health Manager represents the future of Health Care where the care team provides services to patients in a manner that drives the
best patient outcomes. We would like to thank the Appian Health Care Practice for collaborating on this Application Accelerator with us.”

About Appian
Appian provides a low-code development platform that accelerates the creation of high-impact business applications. Many of the world’s largest
organizations use Appian applications to improve customer experience, achieve operational excellence, and simplify global risk management and
compliance.
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